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Abstract 

Software refactoring is used to reduce the costs and risks of software evolution. Automated software refactoring tools can reduce risks 

caused by manual refactoring, improve efficiency, and reduce difficulties of software refactoring. Researchers have made great efforts to 

research how to implement and improve automated software refactoring tools. However, results of automated refactoring tools often deviate 

from the intentions of the implementer. To this end, in this paper, we proposed and implemented a prototype tool for a software refactoring 

recommendation system based on previous research. The tool provides users with an optimized software refactoring scheme and users 

realize refactoring intentions by interacting with the tool. The tool has been evaluated to be effective, especially for users who are 

inexperienced and non- English speaking. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Software refactoring [1-3] is an effective technique to improve software quality. It is to improve readability, maintainability, 

and extendibility of software by adjusting its internal structure whereas the external characters of software are not changed. 

Since William F. Opdyke [1] proposed the conception of software refactoring for the first time in 1992, software refactoring 

has been a hot spot of research and has been well-recognized in industry and academia [4]. Researchers have carried out a 

large amount of research work on software refactoring [5-8]. 

 

However, software refactoring is a complicated activity of adjusting code. The process of manual refactoring is very 

complex, and it is very difficult and tedious. Software refactoring requires programmers to make various complex decisions, 

such as where to refactor, when to refactor, and how to refactor. 

 

Although programmers know that they can benefit from software refactoring, the excessive cost makes people continue 

working on original code instead of software refactoring.  

 

Automated software tools can relieve programmers of the burden of coding [9]. It reduces coding and debugging time, 

avoids human-induced errors, and makes programmers ignore cumbersome code-level details during software refactoring, 

thus improving efficiency and reducing costs. 

 

Nevertheless, refactoring tools have not been widely used in the process of actual software development and maintenance. 

Most refactoring operations are still accomplished manually [10-11]. The reasons include two main points: First, some 

programmers are inexperienced in refactoring and unfamiliar with refactoring tools. They are more conservative when 

refactoring, and prefer to implement refactoring manually [12-14]. Secondly, programmers still need a strong decision-making 

ability to decide a refactoring solution by themselves in the process of using refactoring tools [15-16]. Even though, the final 
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effect of software refactoring cannot be fully guaranteed. 

 

Therefore, providing reasonable alternatives for programmers by automatic recommendation technology can reduce the 

difficulty and cost of refactoring. Furthermore, it can also provide reference and data support for programmers to make 

refactoring decisions, thereby improving the effect of refactoring [17-18]. 

 

In this paper, we proposed and implemented a prototype tool: SRRS(Software Refactoring Recommendation System) for 

a software refactoring recommendation system based on previous research [19-22] to assist programmers in making 

refactoring decisions, so as to reduce difficulty of refactoring and improve the effect of refactoring. 

 

2. Motivation 

 

The thought of the software refactoring recommendation system tool is to provide users with a refactoring recommendation 

scheme. Under the environment of the tool, users can decide the sequence and type of refactoring independently according to 

the refactoring scheme and their own refactoring intentions, so as to reduce difficulty and cost of refactoring. Therefore, in 

tool design, the main factors we concerned with are as follows. 

 

2.1. Refactoring Opportunities Recommendation 
 

Based on detection of programmer codes, the tool recommends refactoring actions which are taken to deal with bad smells 

hidden in codes. 

 

2.2. Refactoring Priority Recommendation 

 

Different orders of handling bad codes will not only affect efficiency and effectiveness of refactoring, but also lead to conflicts 

between refactorings. The tool can provide a refactoring scheme according to a degree of impact, cost of modification and 

other factors. 

 

2.3. Test-Driven Refactoring Recommendation 

 

Based on Test-Driven Development technology, the tool can recommend refactorings to users according to monitoring the 

changes of test code dynamically. 

 

2.4. Keeping System Simple and Clear 

 

As a basic application framework, further expansion and improvement should be considered in later stages. Therefore, it is 

necessary to keep simplicity and clarity of the system so that the system does not contain redundant codes and has simple and 

neat interfaces. 

 

2.5. Achieving Reconfigurability of Internal Tools 

 

Inside the tool, separate modules should be implemented for each method. This reduces complexity of the implementation 

and improves ease of use of the tool, which allows users to choose the appropriate tool as needed. In addition, in future 

expansion and improvement processes, new independent methods can be used in combination with existing methods to further 

improve the tool scalability. 

 

2.6. Multiple Forms of Output 

 

The output of any module in the tool should be easy to analyze. This allows the user to read and understand directly and helps 

to quickly obtain feedback for further work. 

 

3. Implementation 

 

The tool architecture is determined by software components, component attributes, and the relationship between components. 

It can be defined as a description which comprises a collection of components and interaction between components. The 

framework of the tool is designed based on eclipse.  

 

As mentioned in motivation, architecture of the software refactoring recommendation system is depicted in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Architecture of the software refactoring recommendation system 

 

3.1. Support Platform 

 

The tool is designed based on Eclipse. Eclipse JDT (Java Development Tool) provides a set of application interfaces for 

accessing and controlling Java source code, and it is a set of extensions to the workbench. JDT accesses and controls Java 

code in two ways: Java Model and Abstract Syntax Tree. Currently, it mainly supports analysis of Java projects, setting build 

path, customizing compiler settings, supporting refactoring operations, building and running Java projects, and control of 

debugging Java projects and views. 

 

Therefore, in the design, we have achieved access to the database through an interface provided by Eclipse JDT, a 

developed graphical user interface, and an integrated natural language processing tool. At the same time, the open plug-in 

interface of the Eclipse Open Platform reserved interface for future tool expansion and improvement. 

 

3.2. The Database 

 

During the refactoring recommendation process, whether accessing pre-processed data, comparing data between intermediate 

processes, or matching heuristic rules, many data needs to be accessed. It also generated a large number of intermediate data. 

The database can not only store a large amount of data information structurally and facilitate users to effectively retrieve and 

access, but it can also effectively maintain consistency, integrity and reduce data redundancy of data information. We manage 

these and data information through databases. The database provides an entity interface for storing, retrieving, and accessing 

data, as depicted in Figure 2. 

 

 
Figure 2. The use of the database 

 

3.3. Natural Language Processing 

 

In the tool, we integrated methods for dealing with bad smells such as inappropriate naming. For such bad smells, it is 
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necessary to coordinate people's judgment with linking the context and making semantic analysis in order to make refactoring 

decisions. Normal code analysis and measurement methods have little effect on such bad smells. Therefore, natural language 

processing tools can be used to pre-process the code before it is analyzed by the parser, which lays a foundation for further 

analysis of the code by means of semantics analysis and parsing. 

 

3.4. Dynamic Detection 

 

Dynamic detection provides an online way to monitor code changes in real time and speculate about possible refactoring 

opportunities based on predefined heuristic rules. This allows users to get information about dynamic changes of code in real 

time, without need for additional tools or comparisons between different versions of code manually. However, the dynamic 

detection we are currently implementing can only detect changes in code modifications in stages. This module will be 

improved in future work. 

 

3.5. Search Engines 

 

Search engines played a major role in matching code and rules. They have a greater impact on accuracy of results. Similarity 

thresholds have been discussed experimentally. Experiments show that a single error has little effect on the system. However, 

if errors are superimposed, the accuracy of results will be greatly affected. Consequently, to improve the search engine 

algorithm is also an important direction for future work. 

 

3.6. Execution Engine 

 

The execution engine is responsible for scheduling different recommendation algorithms according to different software 

refactoring goals for users. Currently, we only implement three kinds of engines: recommending method names based on the 

source code depository and feature matching, recommending refactoring from test case changes, and resolution sequence for 

software refactoring based on severity priority. In future work, we will integrate new methods into the tool in conjunction 

with reserved interfaces and assign different tasks to the execution engine. 

 

3.7. The Parser 

 

The parser consists of two parts: Java static parser and XML parser. The structure of the Java static parser is depicted in Figure 3, 

which consists of three parts: Java parser, abstract syntax tree and structure/variable parser. 

 

 
Figure 3. The structure of the Java Static Parser 

 

The Java parser generates an abstract syntax tree by parsing the program code (AST node class diagram is depicted in 

Figure 4), while the structure/variable parser parses structure of program code. Finally, results of analysis of the two parts are 

stored in the database as XML. 

 

During the process of system operation, we interpret information stored as XML in the database and convert it into the 

required abstract syntax tree. We designed an XML parser to accomplish this process. 
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Figure 4. AST node class diagram 

 

3.8. Refactoring Recommendation 

 

The refactoring recommendation module is primarily used to determine in what form the generated results will be presented 

to the user. First, it needs to make judgments about from which method the analysis data is derived. Then, according to type 

of analysis, results are encapsulated into appropriate forms that are easy for users to understand and analyze. The user decides 

what to do next based on recommended results. 

 

3.9. Graphical User Interface 

 

In the graphical user interface module, we use an "event-driven" approach, which allows direct feedback to users when results 

are obtained from data analysis through an interface provided by eclipse JDT. The schematic diagram of classes involved in 

graphical user interface is shown in Figure 5. We divide the program into two parts: result capture code and event handling. 

The former is used to define behavior of components to capture results, and the latter is used to respond to user processing. In 

this way, different UI components are encapsulated in different classes, which conform to business logic of the program itself. 

 

 
Figure 5. The schematic diagram of classes involved in GUI 

 

As depicted in Figure 6, we take the refactoring recommendation and function name recommendation as examples. The 

tool item SRRS is added to the main menu bar of Eclipse. When the item is selected, the sub-menu item will be activated, 

which contains two menu items: Refactoring Recommendation and Name Recommendation, corresponding to refactoring 

recommendation and naming recommendation respectively. 

 

When a user uses the tool for refactoring recommendation, he can select the Refactoring Recommendation menu item. 
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Then, the system will run in the background and monitor the status of the currently edited code. When possible refactoring is 

detected, it will prompt the user to refactor. When performing the name recommendation refactoring, the user can in turn 

select the function code and use the Name Recommendation menu item to recommend names for the user. The system will 

retrieve the database based on the source code depository and feature matching. Recommended results will be listed for the 

user, as depicted in Figure 7. 

 

 
Figure 6. A sample of GUI 

 

 
Figure 7. Recommended results 

 

3.10. Reserved Plug-in Interface 

 

The tool is designed based on an open Eclipse platform and follows an open interface standard of Eclipse plug-ins. New plug-

ins can be easily integrated into this tool, which is conducive to choosing an appropriate plug-in according to the actual needs 

and further improvement and expansion in future. 

 

4. Experimental Evaluation 

 

To evaluate the tool, two experiments are conducted. 

 

First, we selected two medium-sized open source projects as validation objects: jEdit and text_Editor. 295 functions in 

jEdit and 1135 functions in text_editor are verified. The library was constructed from 533,000 functions selected from 55 

similar open source projects. We classify recommended results into five categories after comparing them with original 

function name: (1) identical with original; (2) identical with original keyword; (3) basically identical with original keyword; 

(4) different from original; (5) no recommend result. Results show that 85.29% of recommended results are available for 295 

functions in jEdit and 80.67% of recommended results are available for 1135 functions in text_Editor.  

 

Second, we selected two test-driven development projects (JRetrieval and JFramework). In the actual development of 

the project, the effectiveness of the tool is verified by comparing the recommendation results with the actual refactoring 
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intention. At the same time, we compared the results with Refiner's. The recommended results are presented in terms of 

accuracy and recall. Experimental results show that the accuracy rate reaches 87.5% for JRetrieval and 90.6% for 

JFramework. Compared with Refiner, the accuracy is improved by about 15% and the recall rate is improved by 33.3-42.8%. 

 

The experiment shows that the tool can effectively assist users in making refactoring decisions, thereby reducing the cost 

of refactoring. 

 

5. Related Work 

 

Bad smell [3] refers to the program code that affects software structure due to design defects or bad coding habits. It 

summarizes some common patterns of software problems and points out potential problems in code. Users can find and locate 

problems through bad smells and make clear where to implement refactoring and what kind of refactoring to implement. 

Therefore, some researches recommend software refactoring opportunities by detecting bad smell. 

 

It is a common method to detect bad smell by detecting changes in the abstract syntax tree. Roberts [23] points out that the 

abstract syntax tree with type and reference information is an ideal form to represent a refactoring program; rich information 

contained in the abstract syntax tree is enough for software refactoring and can be created quickly. Koschke et al. [24] uses an 

abstract syntax suffix tree to detect cloned code.  

 

Visualization Technology abstracts programs at different levels according to different requirements based on which 

detects bad smells. Simon [25] uses measure-based visualization technology to abstract cohesion of a program on a 2D graph 

to assist maintainers in identifying software refactoring. Emden and Moonen [26] propose a method for automatic detection 

and visualization of bad smells. Based on the method, they designed and implemented a prototype tool jCOSMO, which 

displays the code structure as a graph and associates bad smell with graph attributes. Lanza and Ducasse [27] proposed an 

evolutionary model that combines software metrics with visualization lightweight for the evolutionary pattern of object-

oriented software. Bohnet [28] implements a prototype tool that dynamically substitutes layer-by-layer call relationships 

between code components through visual development methods. By analyzing the call relationship, we can judge its rationality 

and identify possible bad smells. Parnin et al. [29] proposed a visualization method to detect bad smell. They proposed a 

lightweight and logical catalog of bad smell and designed a visual studio plug-in, NOSEPRINTS, to find and display bad smell. 

 

Slicing technology is always used to detect duplicate code. Komondoor and Horwitz [30] divide statements in a program 

into several equivalent classes according to their syntax structure. For elements in each pair of equivalent classes, isomorphic 

subgraphs are found to detect duplicate codes by performing backward and forward slicing analysis on the program 

dependency graph. Komondoor [31] proposes a method of duplicate code detection based on slicing technology. The method 

performs a series of transformations to the program through a process extraction algorithm, which is better for detecting some 

complex duplicate codes such as disorder sequence.  

 

In order to improve usability of software refactoring tools and reduce difficulty of software refactoring, researchers 

speculate intention of software refactoring of programmers by detecting code changes and then recommend refactoring, thus 

assisting programmers in software reconfiguration. Ge and Murphy-Hill [32-33] proposed a method to infer users' refactoring 

intentions by detecting behavior of manual refactoring. The method consists of two parts: refactoring detection and code 

adjustment. Based on this approach, they implemented the software refactoring tool BeneFactor. Similarly, WitchDoctor [34] 

infers the user's refactoring intent by manually modifying code preliminarily, thus providing the user with a series of code 

conversion operations and completing relevant work of software refactoring. Raychev et al. [35] proposed a software 

refactoring method based on comprehensive examples. Based on the abstract syntax tree, this method detects changes in code 

and uses a search strategy based on the concept of local refactoring to find refactoring including the user's editing action, so 

as to automatically complete the process of software refactoring. Negara et al. [36-37] proposed an algorithm to infer the 

intent of software refactoring based on the abstract syntax tree. The algorithm distinguishes AST nodes before and after 

modification by setting unique IDs. Then, the intent of software refactoring is inferred by monitoring the change of attributes 

of matched AST nodes compared with predefined software refactoring features. Weibgerber et al [38] proposed a method to 

remind users that refactoring is being implemented. This method compares current code with previous versions, identifies 

refactoring candidates by the signature based method, and ranks and filters candidates by checking the similarity between 

codes to recommend the final results to the user. Yoshida et al. [39] proposed a method to assist users in refactoring cloned 

code by analyzing code adjustments online. The method detects cloned code incrementally as user editing. It captures the 

user's refactoring information, detects the same cloned code from existing code and prompts the user whether to refactor the 

cloned code. Jiau and Chen [40] proposed the concept of test-driven refactoring and proposed a method for inferring software 

refactoring from different versions of test code. According to certain matching principles, this method selects matching test 

cases from two versions of test cases, and then infers possible refactoring by comparing changes of test cases. The matching 
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principle of selecting test cases will result in the omission of software refactoring information, and algorithm particles used 

to select test code matching nodes are too large, which leads to low accuracy and recall. 

 

Software refactoring is used to reduce cost and risk of software evolution. Automated software refactoring 

recommendation tools can reduce risk caused by manual refactoring, improve efficiency of software refactoring, and reduce 

difficulty of software refactoring. Therefore, researchers discussed how to implement software refactoring recommendation 

tools and implemented corresponding software refactoring recommendation tools based on the proposed methods. Happel and 

maalej [41] discussed how to build a software refactoring recommendation system. They insist that the two main points should 

be focused: when to recommend and what to recommend. Their research has a certain guiding significance for the construction 

of software refactoring recommendation tools. Campbell and Miller [42] proposed a method for improving software 

refactoring tools. They propose a method of using source code refactoring feasibility tests to analyze code in background and 

recommend refactoring, and use a prompt system to visualize possible changes before users implement refactoring. Based on 

the method, they implemented a refactoring tool, Refactor! Pro [43], in Visual Studio development platform. Liu et al. [44] 

proposed a monitoring-based method to detect and prompt bad smells during development, thus driving developers to deal 

with them. In this method, a monitor runs in the background to monitor change of code. Once the current code change is 

considered to introduce bad smell, optimized bad smell detection algorithm is called, and the detected bad smell is 

recommended to developers to assist developers in implementing software refactoring. Based on this method, they 

implemented a relevant tool, InsRefactor. Bavota et al. [45] proposed a method based on a team collaborative maintenance 

model to identify and recommend software refactoring. This method excavates and identifies developers of the same team 

from historical data of the project. Code adjustment of the same team of developers is analyzed at different granularity 

according to different types of software refactoring. They implemented a corresponding tool, TBR. Silva et al. [46] proposed 

a method to identify and recommend extraction method refactoring. The method uses a hierarchical model to represent the 

structure of method blocks and a retrieval algorithm to select candidates for the refactoring extraction method. Dependency 

of the extraction part is then calculated by comparing variables, types, and package information of the extraction part and 

legacy part. Refactoring is recommended according to the degree of dependency. They integrated the method with the tool 

JMove [47]. Compared with JDeodorant [48], the tool can effectively improve the accuracy and recall rate. Mkaouer et al. 

[49] proposed a dynamic interactive method to recommend refactoring. The method uses a multi-objective optimization 

algorithm, NSGA-II, to calculate the optimal sequence of refactoring. Three strategies are used to recommend refactoring: 

refactoring times, location and user's feedback. They implement a tool, Dinar. 

 

6. Conclusion 

 

The process of software refactoring requires programmers to make continuous decisions to achieve the optimal effect of 

software refactoring. In order to reduce the difficulty and improve efficiency and effect of software refactoring, researchers 

put forward some recommended methods and implemented relevant tools to assist programmers in the software refactoring 

decisions-making. This reduces the manual workload of programmers in the process of software refactoring and provides 

programmers with various refactoring schemes, thus reducing the difficulty of software refactoring and improving the 

efficiency and effect of software refactoring. However, due to the large number of decision points involved in the process of 

software refactoring, existing recommended methods and tools cannot fully cover all decision points, or recommended results 

that are unsatisfactory. 

 

To this end, based on previous research, we implement a software refactoring recommendation tool to assist programmers 

in refactoring decision-making. Experimental validation shows that the tool can effectively assist users in the refactoring 

decision, thus reducing refactoring cost. 
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